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Abstract. Facility location decisions concern the positioning of production fa-
cilities regarding international, national, regional or local level. Indicator sets 
and methods for the support of such decisions traditionally focus economic as-
pects. However, approaches for solving the facility location problem by taking 
into account the three pillars of sustainability, namely social, ecological and 
economic aspects, are still rare. This paper complements existing reviews by a 
structured analysis of established indicator sets and evaluation methods for fa-
cility locations in comparison to approaches focusing sustainability aspects. 
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1 Introduction 

Facility location decisions concern the positioning of production facilities regarding 
international, national, regional or local level [1], [2]. In a globalized world being 
characterized by international markets, competitors and supply chains, the importance 
of decisions on facility locations increases. [3] Indicator sets and methods for the 
support of facility location decisions traditionally focus economic aspects resulting 
from distances to customers and suppliers. Moreover, aspects like skills and know-
ledge have been addressed for several years. [1] Since the Brundtland Commission 
defined the terminology of sustainable development [4], decisions in companies in-
creasingly consider sustainability aspects [1]. However, specific approaches for solv-
ing the facility location problem by focusing the three pillars of sustainability, namely 
social, ecological and economic aspects, are still rare. Accordingly, to obtain competi-
tiveness, existing methods and indicator sets have to be analyzed and extended by 
sustainability metrics where necessary. Recently, two related reviews were published. 
Terouhid et al. reviewed location studies, which concentrate on sustainability [2]. 
Chen et al. took a broader view. They also reviewed papers focusing sustainability 
assessment in supply chains and production networks [1]. 

This paper complements these reviews by a structured analysis of established con-
ventional indicator sets and evaluation methods for facility locations in comparison to 
new approaches focusing sustainability aspects. Thereby, it aims at the identification 
of potentials as well as need for improvement in existing concepts. 
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2 Methods and Materials 

To provide a structured comparison of facility location planning approaches, the  
review was divided into two parts. Firstly, evaluation criteria were derived from pre-
vious reviews in the area of sustainability science and sustainable facility location or 
factory planning. Secondly, established conventional approaches and sustainability 
oriented concepts for facility location planning were compared against the criteria. In 
this chapter, the review process and the developed evaluation criteria are summarized. 

2.1 Review Process 

Within this paper, two kinds of approaches were reviewed. On the one hand, sustai-
nability oriented approaches, explicitly focusing the facility location problem, were 
chosen from the review of Chen et al. [1]. The keywords factory location problem and 
sustainable factory location problem and sustainable factory location assessment were 
used for an additional search in Scopus and Google Scholar to identify approaches 
from the last 20 years focusing sustainable factory location. On the other hand, broad-
ly used conventional approaches regarding the facility location problem without  
focusing sustainability were investigated. Within the conventional methods and indi-
cator sets all approaches that have been published by established German institutes 
with research focus on facility planning within the past 30 years were analyzed. The 
conventional approaches with regard to the facility location problem were compared. 
Thereof, approaches with unique features were recognized further. These approaches 
were representatively analyzed for similar concepts of other German institutes. The 
sustainability oriented and conventional Indicator sets and methods were then com-
pared regarding the criteria defined in the following section 2.2. For the assessment, a 
tripartite scale was used. The approaches were evaluated against the criteria by diffe-
rentiating full fulfillment, partial fulfillment and non-fulfillment. 

2.2 Evaluation Criteria 

The evaluation criteria used in this paper were derived from papers found in databases 
like Scopus, Science Direct, Google Scholar dealing with the comparison or evalua-
tion of sustainability assessment methods or indicators. The research was based on the 
keywords facility location, facility location meta review and facility location sustai-
nability. Just studies from the last 5 years were used to ensure state of the art. The set 
of criteria was defined in three steps. Firstly, more than 90 criteria were obtained from 
related papers. Secondly, criteria with the same content were consolidated. Thirdly, 
each criterion was checked regarding its relevance for the evaluation of indicator sets 
and methods in the area of facility location decisions by experts. For instance, criteria 
focusing the quality of single indicators were excluded as they cannot be used for the 
evaluation of complete indicator sets. Within this step, aspects which were not named 
by other authors but show relevance for the facility location problem were added or 
changes within the scope of criteria were conducted. 
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The criteria were derived from six recent journal articles with partly different 
scopes. General demands on sustainability assessment were chosen from a meta-
review, which structured reviews on sustainability assessment [5]. Criteria being more 
specific to the assessment of indicator sets were derived from works, which formu-
lated requirements on indicators [6], [7]. To define criteria that are specific to the 
evaluation of sustainability assessment for factories and facility location decisions, 
criteria used in respective reviews were taken into account [2], [8]. In addition, to 
support a review focusing on specific problems within sustainable facility location, re-
search gaps, which were identified within the review of Chen and colleagues [1] , were 
taken over into the criteria list. A set of 14 evaluation criteria resulted from the selection. 
These criteria are shown in Table 1. In the following, their content is summed up. 

Completeness of scope: As shown in Table 1, researchers commonly discuss three 
pillars of sustainability when structuring sustainability assessment methods and indi-
cators. Some authors refer to the Wuppertal sustainable development indicator 
framework and the (UN) Commission on Sustainable Development. These consider a 
fourth dimension, namely institutional indicators [6], [9], [10], [11]. Within this work, 
institutional sustainability is considered as the level at which sustainability aspects 
from the three pillars are integratively anchored in the legislation of a location.  

Strategicity: Sala et al. identified a central relevance of Life Cycle Thinking for 
sustainability assessment when analyzing comparative studies after 2005 [5]. Terou-
hid et al. also defined a criterion to evaluate, if methods are life cycle oriented [2]. 
Within this work, the integration of up- and downstream effects along the product life 
cycle and supply chain is termed as life cycle orientation. [5] Following Strohm and 
Ulich, the criteria of a holistic view is used to evaluate, if indicator sets and methods 
consider people, technology and organization and their interactions [12]. 

Database: Applicability is used as central criterion for sustainability assessment 
and is often dependent on data availability [5], [6], [7]. Accordingly, data availability 
was selected as criterion within this work. In addition, indicator sets and assessment 
methods are compared regarding the transparency of data sources as well as the trans-
parency of data gathering within the methodological frame. 

Indexes and Indicators: Different papers, which were analyzed, support the evalua-
tion of single indicators [6], [7]. Aspects like reliability or relevance are used as crite-
ria. However, within this work, whole indicator sets were compared. Based on the 
paper of Singh et al. the level of objectivity and quantification were chosen as criteria 
[6]. They were used to evaluate a general tendency within analyzed indicator sets. 

Methodology: The fifth criteria section focuses methodological aspects. Interdis-
ciplinarity was used to evaluate, if perspectives of different functional experts are 
considered in indicator sets and methods. The grade of generic applicability and flex-
ibility describes if approaches are usable for different sectors. The question, if ap-
proaches take a proactive view by including planned improvement into the assessment 
was addressed as well. The integratedness describes if side effects between the pillars 
of sustainability are considered. Another criterion, identified by Sala et al., is if alter-
native scenarios are taken into account [5]. Within this work, this aspect is described 
as inclusion of external future influences. Finally, the existence of normalization and 
scaling in indicator sets and the participation of stakeholders were evaluated. 
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Table 1. Selected criteria for the evaluation of indicator sets and assessment methods 

Authors / Source 
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Completeness of scope       
Dimensions of Sustainability  
(social, ecological, economic) 

X X X X X  

Strategicity X      
Holistic view X      
Life cycle oriented approach X X     
Database       
Data availability X    X X 
Transparency X      
Indexes/ Indicators       
Quantitative Level     X  
Level of objectivity     X  
Methodology       
Interdisciplinarity  X     
Generic applicability / flexibility    X X  
Proactive approach   X    
Integratedness  X      
Alternative scenarios / Future X      
Scaling / Normalization     X  
Participation of stakeholders X      

3 Results 

Based on the derived evaluation criteria, conventional indicator sets and evaluation 
methods for facility locations were compared to approaches focusing sustainability 
aspects. The following approaches were selected from a holistic literature review.  

Kettner et al. follow a structured approach. It starts with the identification of exter-
nal and internal factors. These sets define company specific characterizations of the 
descriptive variables for the location factors. [14] Taking into account the corporate 
objective, the location problem is then narrowed to a requirement profile for the loca-
tion to be searched. Using the value benefit analysis (VBA), the indicator set is as-
sessed. The assessment is team based. [14] 

The approach of Aggteleky et al. is characterized by the recognition of almost all 
areas of business activity, operational processes and the future possibility for location 
development. Thus, sustainably aspects with scope on the social and ecological influ-
ences are included. The assessment is based on the VBA as well. [15] 

Wiendahl et al. focus the location choice by a goal-setting process recognizing 
technologies, market situation and environment as external factors. As internal factors 
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strategic objectives and vulnerabilities are taken into account. Vulnerabilities are, for 
example, lack of logistic performance or capacity bottlenecks. The approach proceeds 
stepwise, following different levels of assessment. [16] 

Pawellek et al. differentiate general location factors, function-related factors and 
global factors. Global factors are, for instance, political, economic and socio-cultural 
factors. Thereby, they include aspects of sustainability into their indicator set. Simi-
larly to Kettner, Aggteleky, and Wiendahl, they use a variation of the VBA. [17] 

Egan and Jones present an assessment tool, which focuses the evaluation of sustai-
nability at company level. This tool can be applied to facility location problems. The 
main innovation of their approach is the transfer of a fuzzy logic to the sustainable 
facility location problem. [18] 

Corbiere-Nicollier and an aerospace manufacturer developed an approach, which 
indicates economic, environmental and social aspects. The approach recognizes sus-
tainability and traditional performance indicators of a facility simultaneously. [19] 

Reich-Weiser and Dornfeld adopt the location problem by aspects of sustainability. 
They focus greenhouse gas emission and water consumption. To assess tradeoffs 
between costs, flexibility and environment they use a quantitative model and life 
cycle analysis. This model shows direct and indirect effects of transportation and 
facility location. [20] 

The presented approaches with their indicator sets and methods were evaluated in a 
team of experts, being experienced in factory location problems and sustainable facto-
ry approaches. The evaluation was based on the tripartite scale shown in Table 2. The 
“plus” shows a full fulfillment, the “o” a partially fulfillment and the “minus” a non-
fulfillment. In the following the results of the assessment are summarized. 

Dimension of Sustainability: None of the indicator sets covers the whole spectrum 
of sustainability. The indicator sets are mostly specialized on one or two dimensions. 
The social and institutional dimension of sustainability is not recognized at all. 

Strategicity: Strategicity aspects are more or less recognized in all approaches. The 
scope on life cycle effects by using for example a life cycle assessment method or tool 
can only be found within the new approaches focusing on sustainability aspects. 

Database: The database-criteria are generally fulfilled by all sets and methods. 
However, the availability of data is a problem in some countries. A similar result is 
identified for the transparency-criterion. The origin of the database and thus their 
transparency and integrity is recognized, but does not meet the full extent. 

Indexes/ Indicators: Regarding indicators, the levels of objectivity and quantifica-
tion were evaluated. Conventional approaches of location finding use objective and 
subjective assessment indicators in their sets. In particular, complex issues are subjec-
tively evaluated by experts. However, the sustainability-oriented approaches based on 
mathematical models use objective and quantitative criteria.  

Methodology: The conventional indicator sets and evaluation methods for facility 
locations are based on a static environment and do not sufficiently take into account 
future influences. This applies to the factory itself, but mostly the future development 
of its environment. Also, the opportunities for a proactive development of locations 
and their surroundings are not included in methodologies. Another potential of the 
classical approaches can be identified in the consideration of side effects. In this  
context, sustainability-oriented approaches based on mathematical models have an  
advantage. They analyze this interaction by multi-criteria analysis. 
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Table 2. Results of the evaluation process 

 

        

Dimension of 
Sustainability 

Social - - - - o + + - 
Ecological o + o - - + + + 
Economical o + - o o + + + 
Institutional - + o - - - - - 

Strategicity Holistic View o + o - - + o o 
Life Cycle Orientation - o - - o o o + 

Database 
 

Data availability o o o o o + + + 
Transparency o o o o o o o o 

Indexes/  
Indicators 

Quantitative level o o o o o + + + 

Level ofobjectivity o o o o o - - + 
Methodology Interdisciplinary + + + + + - - - 

Generic applicability + + + + + + + + 
Proactive - - - - - - - o 
Side Effects - - - - - + + + 
Future influences - - - - - - - + 
Scaling / Normalization + + + + + + + + 
Participation o o o o o - - - 

4 Discussion 

In the following, the results of the evaluation are discussed and summarized. Conven-
tional indicator sets and evaluation methods for facility locations mainly use qualita-
tive assessment indicators. This creates benefits for the participation and facilitates 
the evaluation of complex interdependencies. However, the results depend on the 
composition of the planning team. This includes a risk of incorrect decisions. It was 
also determined that present assessment indicators are developed under the assump-
tion of a static or slowly changing environment and a low level of complexity. If these 
assumptions reflect the current conditions of a volatile environment is questionable. 

The new approaches with focus on sustainability concentrate on the quantification 
of location indicators. A major advantage of these approaches is the use of mathemat-
ical models with quantitative results for the defined conditions. However, the question 
is, if mathematical models are applicable to the full complexity of the factory location 
problem. The life cycle orientation and the consideration of future developments offer 
potential for future location planning, to sufficiently answering questions in extent. 

In conclusion, the reviewed assessment sets and methods need to be combined. The 
goal of this combination is to minimize the risk and to increase the quality of the fac-
tory location finding result. A framework would provide the structural prerequisites to 
divide the location finding problem into modules that provide a holistic assessment as 
combination of conventional and new approaches in location finding. 
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5 Conclusion 

This work aimed at the comparison of established conventional indicator sets and 
assessment methods for facility locations to new approaches focusing sustainability 
aspects. The comparison showed that conventional approaches support a more qua-
litative assessment. However, a weakness of conventional approaches is identified in 
the assumption of a static location environment, not accounting for real complexity. 
The missing analysis of influences from a volatile factory environment was identified 
as problematic. The main strength of existing sustainability-oriented approaches was 
identified in quantification. However, the applicability of quantitative methods in 
dynamic and complex systems must be examined in future research.  

To conclude the results and existing research gaps, the discussion ends up with the 
recommendation, that existing approaches should be combined aiming at a minimiza-
tion of future risks and an increase of facility location quality. A possible solution was 
identified in the development of a framework for combining the approaches and giv-
ing a structural concept for the holistic assessment by problem partition. 
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